
 
Whitnash Primary School 

Learning, growing and succeeding together  
Year 5 Homework Menu Summer 1  

    
English 

The Mayans had a lot of 

stories about their Gods. 

Research a Mayan God and 

retell a story about them. 

English  

Fact file: Make a fact file about 

an animal that was found in the 

Mayan civilisation 

Maths 

Using the Mayan Number 

System, create some maths 

questions to challenge a friend! 

Theme 

Create a PowerPoint presentation on 

central American and the Ancient 

Maya.  

Use the other homework tasks as 

inspiration for the slides! 

Design Technology  

Think about your favourite 

sweet treat. Design a new 

chocolate bar wrapper 

Computing /Geography 

Draw a map of the Mayan Empire 

and mark on the famous 

landmarks that were there.  

Do it by hand or on a computer. 

Don’t forget to include a key. 

Science 

Find and draw the life cycle of 

an animal or plant of your 

choice. 

Challenge ~ Choose an animal 

from a Mayan location 

Geography  

Find, locate and record all of the 

countries in central America. 

Include capital cities, mountain 

ranges, surrounding oceans and 

lakes.  

 

Art and design Challenge 

Make a 3-d map of Central America. 

Include physical features such as 

mountains, rivers and seas.  

 

R.E/ART 

Discover your nearest 

place of worship and draw 

it. 

Topic/ART 

Research Mayan Gods. Pyramids 

or Stellas.    

Choose one to draw and record 

facts about them.  

 

Theme 

Find out about the Maya 

Calendar 

How did it work?  

Art 

Design your own Mayan 

Headdress.  

 

Can you find any facts 

about them? 

Science 

A human’s body goes through a 

lot of changes as it ages. Draw 

and label a life cycle of a human. 

Food and nutrition 

The Mayans loved guacamole 

and tortillas. Find and make a 

recipe that includes one of 

these foods. Please take photos 

if possible and write about what 

you did 

Theme  

Plan a holiday to central America to 

see the Mayan Pyramids.  

How will you travel? 

Where will you stay? 

What sights will you see? 

Challenge ~ How much will it all 

cost? 
 


